Active Schools - SD
(Action) Cool music plays in the background.
A baby girl is seen sitting in a wheelchair, in an outdoor setting, touching and staring at a partly withered
leaf among many others. A transcript is seen in the video that writes ‘Early Childhood Education
Partnership Columbus, Ohio 2012’.
Four kids are seen having fun in an outdoor setting with withered leaves scattered on the ground.
A kid seen in a photograph, and in a walkway of an indoor setting, jumping over a bar with two green
caution shaped cones, has a transcription that writes ‘A solid foundation for healthy living begins in early
childhood’.
A photograph of a woman with a little girl seen smiling together, as they seem both happy.
A transcript appears that writes ‘ Our spaces are designed to meet the diverse needs of the children and
families we serve’. With a young boy seen on an incline surface, lying on a board that is rolling down it.
A young boy in a room that looks like a gym, climbing up a rock wall.
A little girl is seen raising a plastic-like weight above her head and smiles for the camera as she appears
Kids in a gym class with an instructor with both hands and one leg up and children watching and doing
the same thing that he does. There is a transcript that appears ‘ We believe all children can experience
success while challenging their bodies & having fun!’
A man seen with a little girl, both of them adopt the push-up posture as they focus on the camera
A woman is seen lying with a kid on a mat, both smiling at each other.
Kids in a fitness class with female instructors. Seen on the screen is a transcript: ‘Fit Kids Exercise & Yoga
Program’
(Action) The kids jump together with the instructor.
(Dialogue) A little girl: ‘It makes you really, really strong’. (cool music still plays).
(Action) In a fitness training class, kids jump with the instructor and bend to the right and left sides. The
instructor allows them to wave their hands above their heads to left and right directions
Kids in a photograph are seen in an outdoor setting with a flag which is supported at the ends and raised
by the kids.
The kids with their instructors are seen lying on the floor, which formed a circle. They are playing indoor
games together. A transcript that writes ‘This is a unique place where collaboration is a way of life ’.

A lady is seen to be checking some plants that have just grown. A transcript appears: ‘Community
partners provide hands-on experiences that teach children how to grow and prepare food’.
A man with tattoo on his right arm is seen with two girls. The man seems to point on some seedlings as
the kids pay attention.
A man is seen with 4 children. They seem to be seated around a table with the man trying to serve
some food from the big plate in his hand and the kids are looking directly at the food.
Two little girls, both of them hold a shovel together and dig into the soil. They are in an outdoor setting
with some people standing and watching them on the background.
Two children are holding a spade shovel and digging in the ground.
An man with a face-cap on, shows a kid grass in his hands.
Two kids hold green pepper vegetable to the camera, the girl smiles to it while the boy looks at the
green pepper in his hand. A transcript ‘From field to table, children of all abilities are involved’.
A kid is seen holding a plate that has green pepper cut into it. Another kid is seen putting a piece of cut
cucumber in his mouth with a plate in his front, on a table.
(Action) A little boy jumps with excitement and says: ‘Make you strong and bigger and eat vegetable and
make you happy’.
Some kids are seen with fruit mix in their hands.
A woman is seen feeding a little boy some watermelon. The little boy’s mouth is open wide to take a
bite. A transcript is seen: ‘Families are an integral part of our learning community’.
People are seen in an outdoor setting, they look more like families with everyone focusing on food. The
tall man spotted, has a spoon in his right hand and a plate on the other hand as he serves himself some
food. A girl is seen behind him with her left hand having a spoon that is ready to serve out food.
A lady looks like she’s in a market, gives an apple to a little kid and he collects it happily. A man and a
woman stand surprised at the other side, starring at the woman and the kid. Two other kids have
banana and apple in their hand. One of them attempts to eat his banana.
A kid is seen in a bushy background with a walker as he moves himself then a transcript ‘Our outdoor
Learning Environments incorporate nature into the children’s daily routine’.
Two young boys are seen out in a snowy environment. Both dressed with winter attires seem to have
fun out there pushing a snow ball to make a snow man.
Two ladies and four kids are seen in a fitness training class. The kids have white masks on their faces
and all stretch out their hands towards the instructors.

A group of seven, a mix of little boys and girls crawl all over a jungle gym. Then a transcript appears,
‘These environments provide a wide variety of opportunities from gross motor play.’
A teacher holds the hands of a little boy as they stand opposite each other on top of a long. Another
teacher holding a little girls hand watches on.
Kids seen playing together in an outdoor scene, a boy lies on a rock, then faces some other and puts his
hands in a little water body that flows away.
A girl and two boys are seen playing with rocks in an open box.
A girl is seen pulling a wagon up a small hill, some kids are lying in a grassy, open air field.
(Action) The video gets back to the scene of the kids having fun in a place that has withered leaves
spread on the ground. They feel excited to have more withered leaves fall to the ground. A transcript
‘We are dedicated to building healthy futures with our children’.
A freeze frame of a little boy with his back to the camera with both hands on and these appear on the
screen: (ambient sound of a bird chirping is heard) www.fcbdd.org/ece
Music Featured: We Are One by Renee & Jeremy.
Video fades to black
(ambient sound of a bird chirping is heard)
THE END

